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Blame it on the rain...
Recent rains haven’t 
dampened spirits at Poly, 
but they made it difficult 
for Plant Operations to 
repair an electrical short. 
The short shut down the 
University Union, El Corral 
Bookstore and Sierra and 
Yosemite halls Tuesday for 
several hours while workers 
drained manholes in their 
search for the faulty wire, 
said Jerry  G entilucci, 
manager of the Architec­
tural Trades Shop. The 
culprit was found between 
Mott Gym and the Music 
Building.
Cal Poly received 3.12 in­
ches of rain over the 
weekend for a total of 7.43 
inches since the beginning 
of the year, said Joe Glass, 
professor of agricultural 
engineering. That figure is 
about 2 inches behind last 
year’s totals, he said.
Showers are expected to 
continue through this morn­
ing with partial clearing this 
afternoon and sunny skies 
Thursday and Friday, said 
Dennis Hess, a meteorolo­
gist with the National 
Weather Service. But that’s 
not it for the rain, Hess 
said. It may move back in 
Friday night and continue 
through the weekend.
Poly graduates don’t 
suffer from country’s 
lack of employment
But liberal arts majors still behind technical 
students in recruiting, number o f job offers
By Glenn Horn
staff Writer
Cal Poly career-seekers, even those 
with half-page resumes and a weak 
handshake, can breathe a little easier 
thanks to the latest graduate employ­
ment figures.
Ninety-five percent of Cal Poly’s 
1987-88 graduating class reported full­
time employment or graduate school 
attendance within a year of their com­
mencement, said Richard Equinoa, 
director of cooperative education and 
placement services.
“ We would put that figure up against 
any university in the United States,’’ 
Equinoa said.
Students will also be happy to hear 
that recent intense job market demand 
for Cal Poly graduates should continue 
to flood over into the new decade.
“ I have no reason to believe that 
we’re going to take any significant 
drops in our latest employment 
figures’’ as long as Poly continues its 
strong undergraduate program and 
applied curriculum, Equinoa said.
“ We’re definitely seeing swings in the 
market,’’ he said. Demand for technical 
majors has always been high, accoun­
ting and management information 
systems are strong and teaching is now 
on the rise.
The school’s “ learn-by-doing’’ 
philosophy has earned respect from 
companies seeking experienced gradu­
ates to fill erttry-level positions created 
daily.
Cal Poly has a strong reputation as a 
technical university among California 
employers, 70 percent to 80 percent of 
which are from Los Angeles and the 
Bay Area, said James Donnell, 
cooperative education coordinator.
“The tendency is for our people, in 
comparison to co-ops from other 
universities, to be able to get up to 
speed much faster,’’ he said.
That belief has apparently translated 
into more job offers — but not for 
everyone. Due to Cal Poly’s commit­
ment to such areas as engineering, ar­
chitecture and the sciences, companies 
don’t come on campus specifically ask­
ing for liberal arts students.
These students have a harder time, 
said Joe Diaz, coordinator for career 
counseling. “ They have to define where 
they want to work and go out there and 
knock on the door.”
“ There is a growing trend, however, 
for employers to look more favorably 
upon the liberal arts graduate,” 
Equinoa said , “ implying that 
employers have a greater appreciation 
for the breadth of education these
See JOBS, page 4
Lower legal level of intoxication 
could mean a rise in DUI arrests How Much Can You Hold?
By Patty Hayes
SlaN wmar
At least two local residents — 
one a Cal Poly student — have 
been affected by a new California 
law that lowers the legal level of 
intoxication, a San Luis Obispo 
police spokesman said Wednes­
day.
The law, which went into effect 
Jan. 1, states that drivers with a 
blood alcohol content (BAQ of 
.08 percent — rather than the 
previous .10 percent — are legal­
ly drunk and can be charged with 
driving under the influence.
“ Realistically, the change 
means that the borderline has 
dropped a little,” said Sgt. Jim 
English.
Under the law, someone who 
may have come close to being
legally drunk in past years would 
probably now qualify, he said.
" If before, the benefit of the 
doubt had been with the driver, 
now that is not necessarily so.”
Since officers cannot measure 
blood alcohol content in the field, 
the number of arrests may not 
increase, he said. Of thoM ar­
rested and tested, however, 
many more likely will be charged 
with driving under the influence.
“ We have always had a fair 
portion of people brought in at 
.08 or .09,”  English said. In the 
past these people would have 
been 'released, but now charges 
will be filed against them.
According to managers of local 
bars, the new law does not seem 
to have caused a great change in 
the drinking habits of their 
customers, many of whom are
Cal Poly students.
“ There hasn’t really been 
enough time to tell if the new law 
has made people drink less,” said 
Elias Nimeh, manager of Tortilla 
Flats restaurant. Tortilla Flats 
has a breathalizer machine for 
customers to monitor their BAC 
level, Nimeh said.
Luke Marden, an employee at 
Bull’s Tavern, said that business 
is somewhat slow every year 
from New Year’s Day to St. 
Patrick’s Day. It is therefore not 
easy to tell if people are concern­
ed about the new law or not, he 
said.
"We sure hope that everyone 
complies with the new law,” 
Marden said. “ We want to keep 
up our business, but we don’t 
like to see anyone driving 
drunk.”
Your Weight Number of Drinks (over a hour period): 1 1 /4 o/. 80 proof liquor, 12 oz. can of beer or 4 oz. of wine.
90 to 109 lbs 1 2 4 4 7 8
n o to  129 lbs 1 2 >3 \ 4 $ -7. 8^
130 to 149 lbs 1 2 3 4 6 7 a!
150 to 169 lbs 1 2 3 4 $ 4 7 8
170 to 189 lbs 1 2 3 4 3 3 7 .
190 to 209 lbs 1 2 3 4 5 4 •■ i 8
210 to 229 lbs 1 2 3 4 S 4 i 8
230 & up 1 2 3 4 5 ;4 7 8
(.01% - .04%) May be DUI 
(.05% - .07%) Likely DUI 
(.08% - up) Definitely DUI
SOURCE; Calilomia Highway Patrol
On
Socialism...
What do ducks and Marx 
have in common? 
Columnist Petyr Hartlaub 
thinks the U.S. can gain 
much from watching our 
feathered friends.
Rem em bering  
Mr. Physics
Family and friends 
remember the late 
Herbert Rabat, long-time 
physics professor.
INSIGHT...
A San Luis Obispo 
resident cares for 
critically ill children, 
and battles the state 
for funds.
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OPINION POLICY
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of Mustang Dai­
ly ’s editorial board. Signed columns and commentaries express 
the views of their authors and are not necessarily representative 
of the editorial board’s majority opinion.
Second Opinion
Colleges not free from review
The principle of academic freedom is indispensable to a free 
and civilized society. So, too. is the notion that employment and 
professional advancement ought not to be limited by racial, 
ethnic, sexual or religious bias.
The U.S. Supreme Court correctly balanced those two princi­
ples Jan. 9 when it unanimously ruled that colleges and univer­
sities may not invoke academic freedom to shield their tenure­
granting procedures from scrutiny by the federal government’s 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
The case at issue involved a woman professor of Chinese- 
American descent, Rosalie Tung, who in 198S was denied tenure 
at the University of Pennsylvania’s prestigious Wharton School 
of Business. Tung, who believed her qualifications were equal to 
those of five male colleagues who recently had been granted 
tenure, filed a complaint with federal authorities under Title VI1 
of the Civil Rights Act.
When the employment commission sought to examine the con­
fidential evaluations on which the decisions regarding Tung and 
the five men had been based, the university refused to turn them 
over. It argued academic freedom would be compromised if the 
confidentiality of the tenure process were breached.
The university did not, however, argue the privilege it sought 
was absolute. Rather it said the court ought to find the First 
Amendment and the federal rules of evidence required that the 
government demonstrate its special need for the files in court.
The high court, however, rejected all these claims out of hand. 
In its unanimous opinion. Justice Harry A. Blackmun drew a 
careful distinction between academic speech — whose protection 
under the First Amendment he reaffirmed — and a school’s per­
sonnel policies, which he said must be open to the same review as 
any other business.
Accepting the university’s claim, Blackmun wrote, would “ lead 
to a wave of similar privilege claims by other employers who play 
significant roles in furthering speech and learning in society. 
What of writers, publishers, musicians, lawyers?’’
Tung, with whose complaint the commission now can proceed, 
has been granted tenure at the University of Wisconsin.
— Excerpted from  Los Angeles Times, Jan. II.
CORRECTION
Commentary
Socialism could benefit U.S.
By Petyr Hartlaub
this is the way a democracy works: 
you get what you can, try to keep that 
and add to it i f  possible, 
this is the way a dictatorship works, too, 
only they enslave or destroy their derelicts.
we Just forget ours.
in either case 
i t ’s a hard 
cold 
wind.
— Charles Bukowski, a modern poet.
Rice Krispies bounce off the asphalt on the shore 
of a man-made lake. This psuedo-pond is like many 
spread across the nation, which generate peace for 
those who walk its cheap cobblestone shores, stroll 
across its corrugated iron bridges or sit on its 
chipped paint benches scrawled with the names of 
young lovers whose time has passed.
The real reason to come to such a setting is the 
ducks. The world could learn a lot by just observ­
ing them. Notice that as Rice Krispies are thrown 
into the pond, the first duck that sees them does 
not hoard all the goods for himself but instead 
quacks several times so all may share the wealth.
Eventually, a piece of cereal will fall between two 
ducks, and one will get it. They will not fight or 
argue. One duck will not go and firebomb another 
duck’s nest. Ducks don’t hold grudges. Notice also 
the strong, weak, old and crippled all stand 
together on the cobblestone shore without any 
discrimination or class hatred.
We could all learn a lot by just observing ducks.
A few years ago, Mikhail Gorbechev realized 
communism had a few problems, his people were 
hurting and his country was in need of a change. 
He saw what was going on, and he prepared a 
compromise.
Now, after success with glasnost, more countries 
have followed with changes for a free world. 
Perhaps it is time to realize that despite the many 
great facets of democracy, people of the United 
States are hurting, too, and perhaps a compromise 
is needed. I am not talking about communism; I 
am just adding a little dash of socialism to the 
great American melting pot.
I realize many of you are now looking up my ad­
dress and planning a drive-by shooting. Cal Poly is 
not exactly legendary for its liberal viewpoints. I 
am a proud American who believes in democracy, 
but every time I see a bag lady or a hungry child 
on the streets, I have to believe we could do better. 
The greatest problems in the world stem from a 
lack of communication and the greatest solutions 
involve compromise.
To most good Americans, socialism is a bad word 
— like fingernails on a blackboard or aluminum 
foil on a new filling. Well, I am about to show ap­
proximately 95 percent of you are either practicing 
socialists or have been at some point in your life.
In a library, books are lent out for free to any 
citizen who carries a library card. This is a classic 
example of socialism, yet in my two years as a 
children’s librarian, I was never held at gunpoint 
and called a communist.
The library is looked upon by society as a good 
thing, so why not expand the principle to include 
socialized medicine, more government aid for the 
homeless and better job production programs? 
There is no hold placed on freedom when you are 
merely guaranteeing people the basic needs to 
survive.
Now that the Cold War has ended, we can stop 
putting mid-range nuclear warheads in Europe and 
start thinking about the elderly and homeless. 
Thirteen percent of our citizens 65 and over live in 
poverty. Larger and larger numbers of people 
crowding the sparse homeless shelters in America 
are families. It is time to start looking at the pro­
blem and stop looking the other way.
On the shore of this pseudo-pond, where the 
ducks run free, lies a man. His tattered clothing is 
half hidden by a plastic bag and a deteriorating 
blanket draped over his malnourished body.
A young urban professional walks by, and as her 
eyes meet his stare, she quickens her pace to the 
safety of her new Volvo. The smells of Giorgio per­
fume and high octane exhaust mix where the car 
once stood before her quick departure. As she 
drives away, she is bitter because this awful man 
has ruined her day.
We all could learn a lot by just observing ducks.
Petyr Hartlaub is a Journalism sophomore.
Letters to the Editor
In a Jan. 12 story (“ Dairy processing plant may get help from 
state’’), Eugene E. Starkey was incorrectly identified. He is the 
head of the dairy science department.
Student supports 
Sands’ booze ad
Editor — Ramy Jarallah’s attack 
on an ad in Mustang Daily that 
read “ We have the booze you 
want’’ is not very rational. Since 
this “ state-run dry campus” docs 
not supply students with the 
booze they want, it is necessary 
for the newspaper to inform the 
student body where the booze is.> 
Newspapers have a responsi­
bility to give us news, and ads 
are a big part of the news. And if
booze is the news, then 1 say 
print it!
A.J. Schuermann
Graduate student
Exchange books 
to beat high costs
Editor — Time and time again in 
the last few months we’ve seen 
letters cither complaining or at­
tempting to justify the outra­
geous prices of El Corral. I am 
tiring of this pointless argument 
over an obvious fact.
For a change, I would like to
offer some constructive advice. I 
have been amazed that nobody, 
with all their complaints, has 
even bothered to mention Poly 
Phase Book Exchange. Every 
quarter it sells books for stu­
dents, to students. Whether you 
sell your book through it or buy 
from it, you are saving a great 
deal of money over the 
bookstore.
The option is clearly there. You 
just have to be clever enough to 
figure it out.
Wendy Kunkel 
Electronic Engineering
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Women’s Basketball_____________
Poly gets big victory 
to even CCAA mark
By Adrian Hodgson
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly women’s basket­
ball team broke open a close 
game shortly after halftime 
Saturday night and beat CSU 
Los Angeles, 73-52.
Ahead 34-33 at halftime, the 
Mustangs poured in 39 second- 
half points while holding the
Jody HatMiflold tots up tho Poly offonso.
Golden Eagles to just 19.
Neither team, however, ap- 
p>eared to want the victory until 
almost midway through the se­
cond stanza. Both teams failed to 
get into their rhythms, largely 
because of turnovers; Cal Poly 
had 28 on the night, and Los 
Angeles had 26.
But with about 13 minutes to 
play, the Mustangs broke the
game wide open. Sopho­
more forward Stephanie 
Rainwater hit a 17-foot 
jumper from the baseline 
to extend the Poly lead 
to 45-37.
Seconds later, after a 
Mustang turnover, Los 
Angeles had a chance to 
cut Cal Poly’s lead back 
to six points, but the 
Golden Eagles could not 
convert a two-on-one fast 
break. And, on the ensu­
ing M ustang a ttack , 
se n io r g u a rd  Jody  
Hasselfield passed over 
three defenders to center 
Aimee G assett, who 
made the easy lay-up.
From  th e re , the 
Mustangs controlled the 
remainder of the game, 
extending their lead to 21 
points before the final 
buzzer sounded.
“ This was a team win,’’ 
said Mustang head coach 
Jill Orrock. “ We re­
bounded a lot better than 
we did on Thursday (in a 
68-65 loss to CSU Nor- 
thridge).’’
Sec WOMEN, page 9
Men’s Basketball
Mustangs beat 
CSULA by 10
Thomas sparks Poly victory
By Jay Garner
S f  ff W rit* r___________________________________________________________
About 15 minutes after Saturday night’s game 
against Cal State Los Angeles, exhausted Mustang 
point guard Simon Thomas leaned against a locker 
room wall and smiled.
OK, so maybe it was closer to a grin.
For the never-stop-hustling Thomas, a display of 
emotion is rare. But Saturday’s 82-72 win gave 
Thomas reason to grin. The Mustangs overcame 
some sloppy play in the first half and early in the 
second half, committing 21 turnovers to raise their 
overall record to 11-4, 1-1 in the CCAA.
Thomas scored 17 points and had a game-high 
nine assists. He shot 70 percent from the field, in­
cluding 3-5 from three-point range.
“ He’s the guy who gets us going,’’ said team­
mate Coby Naess, who scored a game-high 19 
points. “ He’s an intense guy on the court and off 
the court.’’
Coach Steve Beason wishes all his players were 
as intense as Thomas.
“ We are not an innately scrappy team,’’ he said. 
“ But we’ve got some individuals that are scrappy. 
It’s going to take eight, nine, 10, 11 guys to sacri­
fice their entire entity, their whole being to win.’’
Beason praised Thomas, Naess, Shawn Reed, 
Kurt Colvin and Tim Knowles, who pulled down a 
game-high nine rebounds, for their play in Satur­
day’s win.
He added that center Stuart Thomas (Simon’s 
brother), who scored 17 points, can dominate a 
game if he’s hustling.
“ Stu’s not intrinsically motivated,’’ Beason said. 
“ But when he gets after it, he can dominate the 
boards.’’
Behind Stuart Thomas’ inside scoring and Naess 
and Simon Thomas’ outside shooting, the 
Mustangs pulled out to a 19-15 lead with about 
8:30 left in the first half. But the Golden Eagles
DARRELL MIHOIMuaUng Daily
Stuart Thomas drivas to tha hoop in Saturday’s win.
caught the Mustangs at 25-25 on a Darron Jackson 
three-point shot.
With less than a minute left in the first half the 
Golden Eagles lead 31-30. But with three seconds 
left Naess sank a three-point shot from the top of 
the circle to give the Mustangs a 33-31 lead at half
See MEN, page 9
If you're graduating in June, 
make career plans today.
Information Session 
Mondoy, January 22 
Faculty Dining Room 
7d)0 - 9K)0 RM.
For students graduating in 
the areas of ConuHiter, 
kalEiKEiedronk or Medion r Engineering.
Now that the real world is getting real dose, 
it's time to do some serious career planning. 
If you have bold new ideas about storage 
solutions, now is the time to join Seagate in 
beautiful Northern California.
(Outstanding talent has made Seagate one 
of the most remarkable success stories in the 
computer industry. And after 10 years of 
leadership in the very competitive disc drive 
business, we intend to stay on top by hiring
and keeping only the best people. With the 
right talent, we'll continue to improve 31 /2" 
and 5 1 /4" high-quality, high-volume hard 
disc drives. We'll open up new markets. And 
we'll continue our enviable growth.
We're located in Scotts Valley, California, a 
small community nestled in the Santa Cruz 
mountains where the trees still outnumber the 
cars. (Dnly 20 minutes from Silicon Valley, an 
hour soudi of San Francisco, and 10 minutes 
from the ocean, our Scotts Valley location 
offers some of the finest facilities and research 
equipment in the industry.
Preparing for the real world will be real easy 
thanks to Seagate. Join us for an Information 
Session on Monday, January 22 (no appoint­
ment necessary). Or contact the Career 
Placement Center at 756-2501 to sign 
up for an on-campus interview on 
Tuesday, January 23. Seagate Ls an 
Equal (3ppc*rtunity Employer.
S^eagate
The first name in disc drives.
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From page 1 .
students have received, and 
they’re putting them into more 
business-related situations.
Agriculture students are at 
Poly also have had better success 
finding their own jobs rather 
than waiting for employers to 
find them.
But, according to Equinoa, 
while employment demands have 
fallen in such areas of production 
as animal and crop sciences, the 
demand has increased for people 
in the food sciences and 
agriculture management and 
business.
Overall, if the job market does 
shrink. Cal Poly could see a
reduction in the number of 
employers coming here to recruit 
students, Equinoa said.
A shortage of employers isn’t 
likely, however, as Cal Poly 
prepares for its 11th annual 
Career Symposium and third an­
nual Job Expo, both to be held in 
February.
Nearly 100 potential employers 
will be accommodated for the 
symposium, but about 15 com­
panies were turned away because 
of limited space, said Diaz.
The Job Expo promises to be 
just as full with over 65 
employers — a sign that demand 
for Cal Poly students is far from 
waning.
AVAILABLE FOR A
LIMITED TIME
•
SHOP NOW FOR
BEST SELECTIONS
%
FANTASTIC PRICES
EICdooII^I^Bookstore
T a k e  a d v a n t a g e  o f  t h i s  i n c r e d i b l e  c o n v i e n c e !  
THE MUSTRNG CLRSSIFIEDS
NOm HRS fl DROP BOH ON THE U.U. INFORMRTION DESK!
"Your 
Personal 
Recognition 
Store"
805/ 543-6514
1406 Broad S treet 
San Luis O bispo. CA 93401 
co rner of Broad & Pisino
Engraving
Emboidery
G R A D U A T E S
o r d e r
y o u r
p e r s o n a l i z e d
n n o u n c e m e n t s
s o l d  i n p a c k a g e s  
o f  2  6  o n l y
i n c l u d e s  y o u r  n a m e  & d e g r e
.K )STENS
C O L L E G E  g r a d u a t i o n  A C C E S S O R I E S ' * '
central coast surfboards
9 8 6  M onterey S t. • D ow ntow n  SLO • 541 -11 29
B G D rra lE ^ le j|B c 3 o le tD re
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Insight
Critically ill children
Investing
love
Hoping for 
progress
By Leslie Morris
D espite respiratory treatment machines, feeding tubes and nasal gastric tubes, the DeGroot home doesn’t look like a hospital. Despite seriously disabled children and in­fants in isolation, the DeGroot home doesn’t feel like a hospital. And despite the fact that 29 children died in 
the last seven years, the DeGroot home radiates hope 
instead of despair and life instead of death.
Natives from Holland, Sjany DeGroot, a registered 
nurse, and her husband Rokus run an intensive care 
home for severely ill and critically disabled 
children. Sjany started the home in 1975 after 
temporarily nursing a dying infant, who could 
no longer remain at French Hospital because 
of medical expenses. Sjany was working at 
French Hospital at the time. Today, Sjany and 
Rokus care for 12 children.
Two-year-old Melissa was born with neuro 
muscular dystrophy and placed with the 
DeGroots five weeks after birth. Completely 
paralyzed, Melissa breathed through a hole in 
her neck. “ She was so sick she couldn’t 
swallow.’’ Sjany said. “ She had to be tube 
fed.’’ Melissa cannot speak in sentences, or 
walk, although she has gained some use of her 
muscles in her upper body. It is unlikely she 
will live past age 20, but that hasn’t stopped 
Sjany from investing time and love in her and 
hoping for progress.
Last May, Melissa surprised the DeGroots 
and doctors, and began to eat. “ She now eats 
everything, even apples! And she can sign 40 
deaf signs.’’ Sjany said with excitement.
“ She’s rolling over, and saying ‘mama’ and ‘no.’ ’’
The DeGroots treat Melissa as if she were their own. 
The birth parents have never been seen or heard from 
since Melissa arrived. “ So long as she’s alive, we’re go­
ing to enjoy her,’’ said Sjany.
Sharon, a severely retarded 12-year-old with the mind 
of an eight-month-old, has been with the DeGroots 
since 1978. Learning slowly, Sharon’s progress has
Leslie Morris is a senior journalism major. This is her 
second quarter reporting for  Mustang Daily. ___
San Luis Obispo rasidant Sjany OaQroot caras for Juiia as waii as 11 othar savaraiy iii aiid criticaiiy disabiad chiidran.
been minimal. She suffered from heart attacks when 
she was a child and now suffers from seizures. If 
Sharon holds on as she is now, Sjany said, they’ll be 
happy with that, as “ progress” .
Sjany said the innocence of the children motivates 
her to care for them. “ The babies have not done any­
thing wrong. They are born, they have a few years to 
live and then they die and go to heaven. Our job is to 
love them while they’re here.” Sjany said. “ I have a 
feeling we are doing a very important job.”
$iThe babies have not 
done anything mong. 
They are born, they 
have a few years to live 
and then they die and
i]o to heaven. And our ob is to love them 
while they*re here, ”
— Sjany DeGroot
Sjany is strongly supported by state Regional 
Centers, which care for disabled children, the com­
munity and received an award from former President 
Ronald Reagan in recognition of her dedication. But 
Sjany maintains, “ I am just a plain old mother.”
Despite the children’s disabilities and illnesses, the 
DeGroots are determined to love and nurture them, 
and always have a full house.
“ One baby came in Friday and he died Monday,” 
Sjany said. “ (He was) the fourth baby to die since Oc­
tober.” His spot soon will be filled, as there currently 
are eight children waiting for an opening in the 
DeGroot home.
“ We will take the child whose parents can’t take it 
any longer,” Sjany said. Parents and Regional Centers 
call constantly, hoping to place a child in her care.
Licensed to house a maximum of 12 children. Sjany 
said she wouldn’t want any less. “ If babies die, you 
have others. I wouldn’t be able to do this with just 
one.
One of the greatest struggles for the 
DeGroots is dealing with the parents of “ her 
kids.” Not only does she deal with the losses 
and daily struggles of the children, she often 
finds herself counseling parents, especially 
after a death.
“ Some parents you never hear from. Others 
are shocked,” Sjany said. “ Some parents ex­
pect me to be God and to heal.”
Sjany said she always is upset when a child 
dies. But instead of having time to deal with 
the loss, Sjany must take care of doctors, 
paperwork and parents. The high number of 
deaths with which she has had to deal has not 
made Sjany more comfortable with losing a 
child. “ You don’t get used to dying.”
Sjany’s and Rokus’ lives revolve around the 
children. The DeGroots have five workers to 
help dress, feed, play and exercise the children. 
Sjany’s day “ officially” begins at 5 a.m. and 
ends around midnight. She often gets up five 
times a night to care for the children. “ We 
have kids that sleep the whole night through 
and just need to be turned regularly. Three scream all 
night.” But Sjany doesn’t resent the interruptions — 
“ I’m always glad to see my kids alive.”
Just as the children are critically dependent on Sjany 
for physical and emotional care, so is Sjany dependent 
on her husband and children. Rokus, an engineer, sup­
ported the nursing home financially since it opened and 
resisted retiring because of the high costs required to 
run the home. Two of the DeGroots’ daughters work
See INSIGHT, page 6
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Treat 
yourself to the 
hottest workout 
for the new year!
8-10 daily aerobic classes, 
m uscle conditioning classes,
3 stairm asters, weight machines, 
free weights, jacuzzi, sauna, & more!
f itness and Health Club
Open 7 days a week! 
964 Foothill Blvd. 
University Square
54 3 -3 4 6 5
‘price does not include $20 membership fee.
presents
THE
L^ T^on nnvTRILDCY
Saturday, Jan. 20th 
Chumash Auditorium
Raiders of the Lost
Ark: 3:15 p.m. - $2.00
Indiana Jones and the Temple 
of Doom: 6:00 p.m. - $2.00
Indiana Jones and the Last 
Crusade: 8:30 p.m. - $3.00
Or Buy Advance
TRILOGY Passes 
All For Only $5.00! I I
Purchases can be made at 
the U.U. Box Office (M-F 10-4) 
or at the door before each film!
Greeks may eliminate goddess competition
Say ‘meaningless, ’  too ‘pageant-like’
By Larre Sterling
staff Writer
In another controversy be­
tween tradition and the changes
of a new decade, Cal Poly’s greek 
community may eliminate the 
Greek Goddess competition.
The week prior to the start of 
Greek Week during spring 
quarter, a time when sororities 
and fraternities compete in a
variety of events, a competition 
decides who will reign as Greek 
Goddess for the upcoming events 
and the rest of the year.
All sororities and fraternity 
little sister programs are invited 
to choose a member to represent 
them in the Greek Week com­
petition.
sororities oppose the 20 year-old 
Greek Goddess competition 
primarily because of its pag- 
eant-like form. During the com­
petition, contestants are required 
to  c re a tiv e ly  in tro d u c e  
themselves and to answer a
question. Involvement on cam­
pus and within the greek com­
munity is also heavily weighed.
“ Our house doesn’t believe 
that it creates a good image for 
the sorority system,’’ Alpha Phi
president Lisa Boscacci said. 
“ Nor do we feel it benefits the 
greek system.’’
Strong controversy also stems 
from an argument that the Greek
Goddess has no real duties after 
being crowned. Her only respon-
According to Walt Lambert, sibility is to hostess one of 10
coordinator of greek affairs, Greek Week events.
“ Contestants spend a lot of 
time and effort creating skits to 
then be crowned and get nothing 
and do little,’’ Lambert said. 
“ Sororities feel that it is a mean­
ingless honor.’’
“ Everybody thinks that it 
could be a positive thing, al­
though it isn’t now,’’ said Chris
Lane, Interfraternity Council 
vice president in charge of Greek 
Week. “ We want Greek Goddess
to be more like a Poly Royal 
Ambassador,’’ he added.
“ It’s true that if they are going 
to continue the tradition, Greek 
Goddess should play a more ac­
tive and beneficial role,’’ said 
Lora Deily, 1989 Greek Goddess.
In addition to Greek Goddess, 
both the Greek Man and Woman 
of the year are announced during 
Greek Week. Greek Man and 
See GODDESS, page 11
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every day in the home.
Sjany has depended on her family for emotional 
support, as she said she has faced discouraging 
obstacles ever since she opened her home. When the 
DeGroots lived in a Laguna Lake tract house, they 
tried — to no avail — to expand their home to allow 
more than the limit of six disabled and ill children. 
With the help of state Assemblyman Eric 
Seastrand, the DeGroots were allowed to increase 
the home to 12 if they moved to a larger home. So in 
1982, the DeGroots bought two lots in a medium- 
density residential zone at 101S Buchón Street, and 
combined them to build a house big enough for her 
family and the children.
The problems didn’t end there. Since 1982, the 
DeGroots have tried unsuccessfully to obtain a state 
license from Health and Social Services Depart­
ments that would include the children in a special 
intensive care program. The Developmental Disabl­
ed Nursing (DDN) program would increase a child’s 
daily support from about $40 to to $120. The 
DeGroots currently have an unofficial Group Home 
license. But as a “ non-medical facility,’’ and the only 
home in California to nurse severely ill and disabled 
children, they have not been accepted into DDN. 
The children’s current aid of $40 per day covers 
food, clothing, staffing and medical expenses, but is 
not enough to cover the total costs, Sjany said. “ We 
are the lowest paid home in the state.
“ We don’t fit into their program,’’ she said, 
because so few of the children make obvious 
physical progress.
Instead of teaching a child to walk to the 
bathroom to get his toothbrush, said Sjany, the 
DeGroots strive to teach a child to look at a mobile. 
On paper, the DeGroots’ programs and results don’t 
appear significant enough, Sjany said. “ I have to be 
proud of what I do. I see the progress, but they take 
the juice out of everybody.
“ If I get rid of these kids and get new ones (that 
are less disabled and who would make more 
noticeable progress). I’ll get into the program,’’ she 
said. “ I will not do that.’’
Sjany’s frustration with the state has increased 
steadily, especially since September, when Social
AMBER WISOOM/Muttang Dally
Elactronic «ngineBrlng sanlor Juli* McArdle holds An­
drew and helps the DeGroots with critically ill children 
at thair Buchón Street home.
Services inspected the DeGroot home to determine 
whether they could be given the DDN license. “ They 
said that with corrections, we’d be given a license.’’ 
Corrections were made, but the licensers have not 
returned to reinspect the home.
But the DeGroots say they won’t quit. “ We win,’’ 
Sjany said, “ because you can’t lose with kids like 
these.’’
Introduce yourself to 
agricultural job  
opportunities 
by attending the
All majors welcome
January 17, 1989 
Chumash Auditorium 
9 a.m. to 3 p..m.
Over 50 major agricultural 
companies represented!
G r a b  a spec ia lty  san d w ich  
in  the section
o f  the S a n d w ic h  P lan t
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Evangelist returns to university 
to answer questions about God
Preacher Knechtle 
says students here 
‘are more polite’
By Natalie Guerrero
staff Writer
Crowds are forming this week 
during afternoon hours to hear 
open-air evangelist Cliffe Knech­
tle from Inter-Varsity' Christian 
Fellowship, answer many ques­
tions people have about Chris­
tianity.
“ I started open-air evangelism 
because I wanted to make it as 
easy as possible for people to 
seriously consider the claims of 
Jesus Christ,” said Knechtle.
Knechtle, a graduate of Gor- 
don-Conwell Theological Semi­
nary, has worked 11 years for 
Inter-Varsity as an evangelist, 
particularly to college students. 
Last fall he visited more than 
eight college campuses, including 
Purdue University, Brown Uni­
versity, the University of, Illinois 
and the University of Miami.
He said he believes that to­
day’s college students are hard­
working individuals. But Knech­
tle said,“ I am convinced that all 
the work and discipline in the 
world is not going to bring about 
real life. A person must come to 
know God through Jesus Christ 
to experience life at its best.”
Knechtle has been to Cal Poly 
for the past seven years. “ I think 
Cal Poly students work harder 
and are more polite then many 
other 'University populations in 
the United States,” he said, “ and 
they have respect for people, a 
kindness, that I appreciate.”
But the thing that probably 
frustrates him the most is 
apathy — apathy toward God 
and other people. Another 
frustration he encounters is the 
person “ who clearly is grasping 
for an intellectual smoke screen 
to hide behind God.”
Over the last 11 years, Knech­
tle is most often asked about his 
belief in Jesus Christ, why people 
must believe in moral absolutes, 
and why would a loving and all 
powerful God allow so much suf­
fering.
T. SHANE QtLMANfMustang Oalty
Students brave the elements to listen to evangelist Cliffe Knechtle speak 
Tuesday on Dexter Lawn.
These moral and ethical ques­
tions, the love for people, and 
Biblical truths motivate him to 
pursue open-air speaking. “ This 
concern about people, created in 
the image of God, motivates me 
to introduce them to Christ,” he 
said.
He said that the open-air for­
mat gives people the opportunity 
to stop, listen for five-to-10 
m in u tes  and choose  for
themselves the ideas that are 
presented.
This week Knechtle will be 
speaking on campus Wednesday 
from ll-l p.m. at the University 
Union, Thursday from 12-2 p.m. 
at the University Union, and 
Friday from 11-1 p.m. at Dexter 
Lawn.
These open-air talks are spon­
so red  by Poly C h r is tia n  
Fellowship, an Inter-Varsity 
chapter on campus.
HANG 
GLIDING 
CLUB
Hang Gliding Fly-In
Class II Jan. 27 & 28 
Class III Feb. 3 & 10
Location: Guadalupe 
Sands
Equipment and Lessons 
Included
DON’T MISS OUT!
There won’t bo a better deal 
for a long time lacontinue or 
begin your lessons.
U S. Hang Ghd« Aatocialion Ch 01 SO
805-962-8999
ARCHITECTURE
TECHNICAL
----- ART
ENGINEERING
IN STOCK
Except Cold Medal Service Items
TAKE 20«/o O FF CURRENT  
PR IC ES ON ALL REGULAR  
PRICED  ITEM S!
I TAKE 20%  O FF SALE P R IC ES  I 
ON ALL SALE ITEM S!
DURING SALE 2 ITEM AND QUANTITY 
PRICING MOT IN EFFECT.
JUST A PEW EXAM PLES
ATHLETIC SHOES
Om Cm Al C U tM N T
p m c i ra te i t« m
Sp«ciai Croup m m  s o
Baseball Sh o e s...... w>to$36 17.99
Spoclal Croup
Basketball Shoes ... to $77 29.99
Special Croup Troop
Hiking Shoes..........urro$76 39.99 3 1
Nike Air Windrunner 9 4  Q O
Running Shoem/mi/im .. .$65 39.99 3 1
cumiNT a r m i  
ra te i t o ^  o r a
Standard iron
Barbell P lates....................e x t r a  a U v O
OFF cumiNT F tne is
Deluxe Slant Board............. 59.99 4 7 9 9
All Treadmills................................. e x t r a  20%
TraadmllH not avaHabic In a« i t o m  off c im u n t  ratcts
Special Croup 9  m
Deluxe Golf B a g s.................  39.99 3 1
Yamaha
White Cold Frame................ 49.99
A PPA R EL & ACCESSORIES
Entire Selection Of
Men's & women's warmups
All
Fleece Separates...........
AN Danskin*
women's Bodywear a 
Jersey Seperates...........
eUtM INT
ratei
EXTRA 2 0 %
OFF euRtm rr ra ie t s
EXTRA ^ 0 9 ^ 0
OFF e u rn n rr r a ie n
EXTRA
OFF e u m N T  ra te ts
SKI E Q U IP M E N T & A PP A R E L
SKI MERCHANDISE EXTRA
20% OFF CURRENT PRICES
MFC sue c u m m r h t m  
t r r t u i Ftnet t e ^  o r a
Dynamic ■ V A 9 9
Sport SL Ski................. $235 99.99
Dynastar E i iV Q 9
792 Ski ..................... $270 159.99 127**
Salomon E IE A Q Q
SX81 B o o t...................$280 199.99 1 5 ! l
Nordica M M 9 QQ
775 B o o t.................... $285 179.99 l A j * *
Entire Stock Of Men's a women's fw  ra  n /
1 Piece Ski su it s ................ e x t r a  Z U  v O
OFF eutm iN T Ftne is
Select Croup Of 1989-90
Men's a women's Skiwear___30% ZU  vO
L M f m a n  O rlolnal M fg  $«ig Retail OFF CUMINT FtiC I
All Ski 4 9 4 9 0 /
Accessories a Sunglasses . . . e x t r a  Z w  v O
OFF CURRINT RRtCI
JAN 18 ONLY
OMtntn U i t  t in t  Nm itM  to ttect an tuna «M fotom o tIM  rteM  to rotuto tslo< to OoMort
Copeland^s Sports’ 
962 Monterey
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT 
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE
Get serious.
Call Diet Center 
' NOW!
Susu tt S a in tJ a m e s
Diet Center Slit U ’ss ston
■  G etfa s t resu lts. I.(>sc* K >
pouiKls m 2 wevks. up h) 2^ 
pouiKl> in jiisi () weeks
■  A ilie t  b re a k th ro u g h .
Kese.ireli shi >ws 02“,, of weijihi 
li >st ui 1 )iei ( en ie r is kii, in >i 
w.iier  ^>1 musc le 
M M ore choices. I nlike 
t >llier diets, p.iek.iued k h >v.is
.ire 1 1 1  >t i (.'(.|uired
Center
I/m H'àfiht-loss fmjfcssiopuih.
pHhi I »I« I « « fiu ( Im
Vkt i|;til !•>«» .iiKl *>|H I 0 •< t>>s» M >11 « II« u ilh t .<« li iIuIm uilirfi
CALL NOW!
1504 Marsh other locations, 
at Calif. Blvd. ‘^««dero
Morro Bay541-DIET Arroyo Grande
MID-STATEELECTRONICS
For all your parts 
and accessories needs:
!»■
O'*' 8^
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Professor remembered
Herbert Kabat: From the Navy, 
to shark fights, to ‘Mr. Physics’
By Laura Daniels
Staff Writer
ALSO COMPUTER PARTS 
a nd  lots m orel
1441 M onterey e 543-2770
It was one week ago today 
that physics professor Herbert 
R. Kabat died in his office of a 
heart attack.
Kabat has been described as 
humorous, zestful, sociable, low 
key, serious, reasonable and 
understanding, to name just a 
few qualities. But who was he?
Born in the small town of 
Somerset, Penn., on June 25, 
1917, Kabat grew up there and 
graduated from the town’s high 
school in 1934. With the Depres­
sion still going strong, Kabat 
received an appointment to An­
napolis Naval Academy.
“ He enjoyed the Navy life,” 
said Lillian Kabat, who taught 
English for four years at Cal Po­
ly before marrying him in 1967. 
“ He found it adventurous and 
exciting.
“ But the war came very soon,” 
she said, referring to his action in 
World War II. Kabat was in­
volved in submarine warfare in 
his tours of the Atlantic and off 
the coast of Iceland.
Kabat’s duty then changed to 
the Pacific. In October 1942, the 
Duncan Destroyer on which he 
was serving sank in flames dur­
ing a battle near Guadalcanal.
WINNING STRATEGIES 
WINNING CAREERS
Together, these words define 
a powerful strategy that is 
helping Tandem Computers 
shape the future. For new 
grads, that means the hottest 
career oppnjrtunities around.
In the technical arena, you’ll
find yourself inyolyed in0
important projects right away. 
Like applying RISC: to future 
fault-tolerant UNIX* systems, 
focusing on SQL database 
technology, and creating an 
open application deyelop- 
ment enyironment.
In fo rm ation  Session: 
Jan u a ry  29 
6 p m .- 8 p m .
Staff D ining Hall 
(Bldg. 19) Rm. B
On Campus Interview s: 
Jan u a ry  30
Schedules for:
• P rod u ctio n  & 
O perations M anagement
• C om puter Science 
• E lectrical E ngineering  
* M echanical E ngineering
Tandem expects a lot of our 
new grads. And we give a lot 
back. Find out more when 
Tandem comes to campus.
For more information, con­
tact your Placement Center. 
We are an equal opportunity 
employer m^Vh/y.
TANDEM
W h a r* you con m oka o d iffa ran ca .
C o llfg t- R H ation^  L indem  C om p ute rs In co rpo ra ted  
K id gev ie w  C ourt, ,MN229- I ‘’ . Cupe rtino . CA  
*I'N IX IS À rrgfsirred irddcmjrk o( A t A I
“ The men were forced to jump 
into the water,” said Mrs. Kabat. 
“ It was dark, and the men began 
to drift.”
Then a shark came. Kabat 
fought the shark with his fists 
from dawn until the rescue ship 
cam at noon. Kabat’s naval 
career ended, and he bore the 
scars of the shark attacks on his 
legs and hands for the rest of his 
life. Kabat’s story was so unique, 
it was included in the book “ 100 
Best True Stories of WWII.”
With his engineering training 
at Annapolis, Kabat worked at 
Rheem Manufacturing Co., 
designing water heaters and 
other heating units. He became 
interested in teaching, though, 
and earned his credential at 
Stanford University.
Kabat first taught at Pasadena 
City College. He became a Cal 
Poly professor in 1952. At that 
time, there were only 2,000 stu­
dents here.
“ It was here that physics 
became a great interest to him,” 
said Mrs. Kabat.
Kabat taught full time until 
1983, and then taught part time 
during fall and winter quarters.
He attended many summer 
courses and a year’s sabbatical 
to learn more about his field.
Because of this, Kabat was able 
to introduce many of the ad­
vanced physics courses now of­
fered at Cal Poly, including 
quantum physics.
“ 1 called him ‘Mr. Physics,’ ” 
said Mrs. Kabat.
I
“ He was conscientious,” said 
his daughter Nora, 18, now a 
journalism freshman here.
“ He would spend hours correc­
ting the exams, writing com­
ments or trying to come up with 
the best questions (for) a test,” 
she said. “ He wanted to be fair.”
“ He was a patient explainer,” 
said his son Dan, 21, a graduate 
of Poly.
“ He was generous to students 
and his family,” said Mrs. Kabat.
Kabat had a strong voice. “ He 
said he learned how to project his 
voice on the Navy decks. It was 
a humorous thing,” Mrs. Kabat 
said. “ Once a student came to 
him to drop a class. When Mr. 
Kabat asked why, the student 
answered, ‘I can’t take a nap in 
your class.’ ”
Professor Emeritus Robert 
Frost, former chair of the physics 
department, came to Cal Poly 
one year after Kabat.
“ He was a ‘slap you on the 
See KABAT, page 10
LET'S TALK TURKEY.
#
Monday 
January 22 
at
The Placement Center 
#
At Louis Rich a major subsidiary of Oscar 
Mayer/Phillip Morris, we enjoy o world wide 
reputation for pure quality. This market 
acceptance and our continued dominance and 
growth in the processed meat field has created 
exceptional opportunity. And. we invite quality 
individuals with majors/degrees in Ag. Eng., Ag., 
ME, EE, Ind. Tech., Food Science, Animal Science 
or Business to sit down with us and talk about a 
future with Louis Rich. Please contact your 
placement office today, to schedule a time to 
meet with our recruiter on campus. 
Monday, January 22nd at The Placement Center.
Or. for more information, please send oil 
inquires to: Louis Rich Co., Attention 
Personnel, P.O. Box 1339,
Tulare, CA 93275
HOT FACTS
I.:
I
h
I
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‘ Evidence for the team win 
¡could be found simply by looking 
bt the scoresheet. Eleven dif­
ferent Mustang players chipped 
In points, a far cry from Thurs­
day night, when Cal Poly seemed 
lo rely solely on Hasselfield.
[ A ga in st the  M a ta d o rs , 
^asselfield scored 33 of the 
¡team’s 65 points. Cal Poly led 
kintil early in the second half, but 
failed to catch Northridge down 
the stretch.
Team defense was also a factor 
in Saturday’s win. The Mustangs 
held Los Angeles to just 31 per­
cent shooting for the game and 
only 8-for-36 on field goals in the 
second half.
“ We changed up defensively 
by going to a zone in the second 
half,’’ Orrock said. “ We stopped 
them getting inside, which they 
did in the first half.’’
By playing a zone, the 
Mustangs also protected senior 
forward Gina Cardinet, who had
picked up three personal fouls in 
the first half. Cardinet led the 
Mustangs in scoring with 12 
points.
Although the Mustangs seem­
ed to handle CSULA with ease, 
Orrock said she remains con­
cerned about her team’s level of 
concentration.
“ We get a lead and then we 
relax; that happened in the first 
half,’’ Orrock said. “ We need in­
tensity all of the time; that did 
happen in the second half.’’
MEN
•'rom page 7 
Naess was 
|endon.
“ It’s really
playing with a slightly torn Achilles 
tender,’’ he said. “ I can’t come down
RELL MIHOf Mustang Dally
(imon Thomas sparks ths Mustangs with 17 points.
full speed and make a cut. I’m definitely learning 
how to play (with it).’’
The Golden Eagles caught the Mustangs flat- 
footed in the second half, quickly pulling out to a 
41-37 lead.
Season had seen enough. He called timeout.
“ He (Season) was just pissed off at us,’’ Simon 
Thomas said. “ He wanted to let us know that if we 
didn’t start playing right then we were in trouble. 
It kind of got us fired up, and we took it from 
there.’’
Colvin hit a 10-foot baseline jumper to tie the 
score at 41-41. The Mustangs never trailed again.
In desperation, the Golden Eagles started foul­
ing near the end of the game, hoping the Mustangs 
would miss their foul shots. But they kept fouling 
Naess, who is shooting 80 percent from the free- 
throw line. Naess hit all four of his free throws to 
clinch an 82-72 victory over the Golden Eagles.
“ I think we need a kick in the butt more often,’’ 
Naess said, referring to Season’s timeout.
Simon Thomas believes the team will improve its 
play.
“ I don’t think we’ve reached our peak at all yet,’’ 
he said. “ We have a lot of potential on this team, 
and we can play a lot better than we’ve shown.”
On Friday night the Mustangs discovered Hank 
Gathers, star of Division I Loyola Marymount, has 
a brother. Derrick Gathers lead Cal State Nor­
thridge to a 90-78 victory over the Mustangs. 
Gathers outscored everyone with 24 points.
“ He played super,” Season said. “ We just 
couldn’t stop him.”
WANT TO SEE 
BANDS LIKE
U 2
COME TO CAL POLY?
Well Come To UU 220 Thursday a t 6 p.m. to 
Find Out How You Can Make It Happen.
16" 1 Topping
Pizza & Htcher
of Only $10.50
0  (Save up to $4.27!)
w i t h  c o u p o n
PIZZA • SANDWICHES • SPAGEHEHI e x p i r e s  1 / 2 4 / 9 0
179 N. Santa Rosa i . . ^ ^
University Square (Additional toppings extra)
541-2285 Not valid on Take-out
ASI SPECIAL EVENTS  
WANTS YOU!
Join The Club That Brings You:
*Comedv Shows 
*Bands In The Plaza 
♦HYPNOTISTS 
♦Circus Vargus 
♦Films like...
-Dead Poets Society 
-Indiana Jones Trilogy 
♦And Much. Much. More!
We Want Your Input:
Wednesdays - 6:00 p.m., U.U. 216
ARE YOU LOOKING . . .
for Affordable,
Quality,
Reproductive Health 
Care? a
B irth Control E xa.ms and Supplies
Screening E xams for C ancer
P regna.ncy T esting, C ounseling & Referrals
Early Abortion Services
Sexually T ransmitted Disease T esting 
& T reat.ment For W omen and Men
A M id-Lifi: Program for Women 
Vasectomies and T ubal Lk;atio.ns 
Fertility Aware.ness Classes & Counseling
YOU'VE FOUND IT!
p Planned Parenthoodof Son Luis Obispo County
177 Santa Rosa, SLO 549-9446
9 am to 5 pm and some evenings
Medi-Cal Accepted, VISA/MC
in
conjunction
with
A
The
Cal Poly Ski Club
presents a day at
SIERRA SUMMIT
February 9, 1990
Only $38
includes:
♦Round-trip 
transportation 
♦All day lift pass 
♦T-shirt 
♦Lunch
♦Plus a ton of fun
Buy your tickets now as this trip promises 
to sell out quickly. Deadline is Jan. 26.
Tickets may be purchased at the Ski Club table in the U.U., Mon-Fri 10-2 
or at the SLY 96 Business Office located at 1880 Santa Barbara St. 
during normal business hours. For more info, call 543-9400. 
Please make checks payable to SLY 96.
SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BA U SC H  & LO M B SO FTSP IN
SO FTM ATE B .......................$30/pr
B A U SC H  & LO M B "0"
SO FTM ATE E.W ................... $39/pr
BA U SCH  & LOMB "U"....
C IBA  SO F T C O L O R S ....
D U RASO FT  O PAQ UES.
•$43/pr 
..$ 63/pr 
..$128/pr
VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
Please call 349-3409 • W. Main St.. Santa Maria
10 Wednesday , Jan. 17,1990 Mustang Daily
■ SALAD BAR $5 .9 5  !
! 3  RIB DINNER $7 I
970 Hi
CDBB SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR 
r n C C  STUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every S tu d e n t is Eligible for S o m e Type of 
F inancial Aid R eg a rd le ss  of G rades  o r Parental Incom e.
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 lis tings of scholarships, fe llow ­
ships. grants, and loans, representing over $10 b illion in private sector 
funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests, 
career plans family heritage and place of residence
• There s money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, 
grocery clerks, cheerleaders non-smoke>s etc
• Results GUARANTFED
CALL
a n y t im e
For A Free Brochure
<800) 346-6401 • • ]
The Whitaker AT-2000/12 
Offers extraordinary 
performance at ordinary prices
SETTLE FOR MORE
* 12 Mhz 0-wait 286 Processor
* Phoenix BIOS
* 40 MB Seagate hard disk
* 640K high-speed RAM memory
* Norton SI rating 15 (3.10)
* Includes video adopter & monitor
* 101 key enhanced keyboord
* 1.2 MB Floppy disc
* 1 year ports ond lobor worronty
Some deoleti sell XT compotibles lor this price or more At Witco you get on AT compotible which runs IBM 
compatible soltwore even foster thon 286 computers from IBM. Koypro, Hyundoi, Pockord-Bell and others. 
The Whitoker AT-2000/12 includes o big 40MB hard disk, and lots of room for expansion,- o 230 wott power 
supply, 5 drive boys, and 7 expansion slots.
The City ol Son Luis Obispo ond Col Poly buy more Whitoker PCs thon any other IBM compotible computer. 
M O N O CH RO M E SYSTEM RGB COLOR SYSTEM
*1299 Complete *1499 Complete
EGA COLOR SYSTEM VG A  COLOR SYSTEM
*1699 Complete ‘1799 Complete
SALES, SERVICE AND RENTALS OF IBM COMPATIBLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS. 
PRINTERS, s o f t w a r e , PERIPHERALS, SUPPLIES AND COMPUTER FURNITURE.
Hours. Mon. 10-7  00 , Tuei.-Fri 10-5:30
<&ujitco computers
OUR 18th YEAR
3563 SUELDO, SUITE B 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
(805) 549-0811
KABAT
From page 3
back’ kind of guy,” said Frost. 
“ A very jovial, friendly person.”
Rabat and Frost became 
friends through contacts within 
the department, which at that 
time included all of the physical 
sciences.
“ He was demanding of his 
students,” Frost said, describing 
the time Rabat decided he hadn’t 
taught his students enough, so 
he set up extra class meetings so 
he could get through the materi­
al.
Rabat also loved nature. He 
loved to cycle and became an 
avid hiker and walker.
“ He knew all the creeks and 
hiking trails in the county,” said 
Mrs. Rabat. “ And he loved pic­
nics.
“ It was wonderful to take a 
walk with him in nature. He had 
respect for it. He bought his 
children hiking shoes as soon as 
the smallest size fit them. The 
highlight of the year was a very 
big backpacking trip in the 
summer, always to a new area of 
the western U.S.’’
“ He was a great father,” said 
Nora. “ He was reasonable, and 
he wouldn’t nag about little 
things,”
“ My dad was a patient father 
— not a strict father — and not
critical,” said Dan, who gradu­
ated from Cal Poly with a degree 
in physics and mathematics at 
the age of 19.
Dan recalled a camping trip in 
the summer with his father. “ He 
was a planner, but (his plans) 
never worked out. We were 
backpacking, and we brought 
some hackpacking food for din­
ner, hut somehow it didn’t turn 
out,” he said. “ It looked more 
like soup than food.
“ Dad was really looking for­
ward to that dinner, so he put it 
in the creek overnight so it could 
congeal or something, I don’t 
know,” said Dan. "But the rac­
coons came.”
And instead of trying to scare 
them away, “ he woke up the kids 
so we could watch.”
N ora chuck led  as she 
remembered once having a 
disagreement with her mother 
over the clothes she was wearing 
to a classical concert. She said 
her father looked at her and 
remarked, “ Brown pants, a blue 
top and a gray sweater. Does 
that match, Nora?”
“ I changed,” she said.
It didn’t bother Dan or Nora to 
have their father so close by, but 
instead found him to he helpful 
with class selections and in ex­
plaining homework.
“ He had a slight case of the 
stomach flu the day before he 
passed away,” said Nora. “ But
he didn’t want his class to get 
behind, so he went in the next 
day.”
Rabat was found in his office 
by his office mate. Professor 
Doug Warschauer, just before
noon Jan. 10.
Rabat was at one time the 
president of the local chapter of 
the American Association of 
University Professors, which has 
since merged with two other
unions to form the present facul­
ty union , the California Faculty 
Association (CFA).
“ His ideal was peace,” said 
Mrs. Rabat. “ Whatever commit­
tees or boards or whatever he 
was on, he was always a stabiliz­
ing influence.”
Rabat cared strongly for his 
Jewish tradition. Very active at 
Congregation Beth David, he 
recently co-chaired Passage To 
Freedom, which raised $7,000- 
$8,000 locally for Soviet Jews 
who have left the U.S.S.R. and 
are awaiting resettlement.
“ He wanted to benefit and help 
others,” said Dan.
“ A good member of society — 
I think he would want to he 
remembered in this way,” said 
Mrs. Rabat.
Bound For 
Success
Depend on Kinko's for all 
your binding needs.
kinko's
the copy center
973 Foothill Blvd. 
543 • 0771
Cappuccino ^  
Hot Chocolate 1 
Spiced Apple Cider 
and more....
To help you warm up
Jextbook refuneS
f w  Vs,
V , ^  S  i-
V V V - _ ; > .
WEDNESDAY
J ANUARY
24th
EIGbria Boobtofe
O PEN 7 D A YS A W E E K !
Mon , Tues , Weds., Fri., 9:30-7 
Thursday 9:30-9 
Saturday 9:30-5:30 
Sunday 12-4
Art Supplies • Crafts • Models
855 Marsh Street 544-5518
DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
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University pays $7,500 for storage trailers 
to protect staging from rust and warping
By Heather Dowling On the other hand, however, unloaded, he said.
I
A,
Ì
 
Stan Writer
Trailers are going to be used to 
protect the Cal .Poly stage from 
the weather.
The $85,000 stage, which is 
used for graduation and special 
events, was purchased last year. 
It is made of angled steel and 
eventually will rust from rain, 
even though the stage has a 
weather-type protection.
“ This type of staging would be 
safe, for example, if we had an 
outdoor music festival and we 
had a light rain,” said Roger 
Conway, executive director for 
Associated Students Inc. and the 
University Union. “ It would not 
do any real serious damage.”
Conway said if it was left to the 
weather, the water would ac­
cumulate, and eventually the 
outside coating would start to 
rust.
Because the stage is usually 
stored most of the time, the 
metal starts to rust. In addition, 
he said, the composition board — 
the platform on which the per­
formers stand — will start to 
warp and swell.
“ We surveyed the staging in 
late November, early December,” 
Conway added. “ We found some 
damage had occurred from the 
weather already.”
The main advantage of the 
trailer is that the stage will not 
be continually loaded and
We basically load the staging, 
get some storage, drive it 
wherever it is needed, and unload 
it,” Conway said, “ so we are not 
handling it twice.” He said it will 
also reduce some labor costs.
Items used by ASI’s Program 
Board for concerts and pro­
grams, such as barricade parts 
and curtains, will be stored in the 
trailers as well.
University contigency funds 
will pay for the $7,500 trailers, to 
be located behind the Agricul­
tural Engineering building.
The staging used to be stored 
near the Air Conditioning 
Engineering building. Some 
temporary repairs to that area 
have been attempted in the past.
GODDESS
From  page 6
Woman of the year are chosen 
through an application process 
completely based upon their in­
volvement both on campus and 
within thegreek community.
One of three solutions being 
considered is to eliminate the 
Greek Goddess and instead 
bestow her single responsibility, 
in addition to new duties, on the 
Greek Man and Woman of the 
year.
O ther a lterna tives being 
discussed are to re-vamp the 
present pageant or to eliminate 
the pageant altogether.
“ There are quite a few changes 
taking place for this year’s Greek
Week. 1 think that a change in 
the Greek Goddess competition 
would just be another healthy 
change,” said Liz Wolski, 
Panhellenic president.
“ Personally, I think the con­
test is creative. It’s based on tal­
ent, poise and involvement,” said 
Lambert. “ A lot of pros and cons 
have been bounced around. Many 
things exist, in general, because 
of tradition and this is one of 
them.”
According to Lambert, a vote 
is scheduled to be taken this 
week by the seven sororities and 
15 fraternities involved and from 
there, a decision will be made as 
to the next step.
Classifiedc
Women in Ag Education' 
ATA Teleconference 
Wed. Jan17 7:00pm 
Erhart Agbldg Rm 241 
Everybody welcome!
***AMA***
LETTER ASSEMBLY THIS FRI 
DON T MISS OUT ON THE FUN!!! 
CALL JANET 546-0212 FOR INFO, _
CARDINAL KEY
WE NEED YOUR PH. CALL 546-9438
GOLDEN KEY
First meeting of quarter Wed. Jan 
17 in UU rm.218 at 5pm 
Nominations for officers. Get 
involved!!!
SETE
Wednesday Jan 17 700pm 
Fischer Sci rm 287 
Pizza Feed
SKI WITH US!!!
Cal Poly Ski Club SLY 96 and 
Antelopie Valley Buslines present 
a t day trip Feb 9 $38 includes 
transportation, t-shirt,lift 
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun 
Call 543-9400
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL 
' JOURNALISTS MEETING: Jan 22-
1 6pm GRC 303-
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. 
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
to DAYS Student groups.frats and 
sororities needed for marketing 
project on campus. For details plus 
your FREE GIFm , Group officers call 
1-800-765-8472 Ext 50
AFRO-AMERICAN SUPPORT GROUP 
MONDAYS 6-7PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511 
EATING DISORDERS GROUP 
TUESDAYS 2-4PM 
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
ART PRINT SALE 
JAN 22-26
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
BIOFEEDBACK FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
WEDNESDAYS 3-5 PM
WCEST A SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN
WEDNESDAYS 2-4 PM 
COUNSELWG SERVICES 756-2511
COMMG JAN 20 TO CHUMASH AUD 
THE
INDIANA JONES 
TRILOGY
INCLUDING THE LAST CRUSADE! 
FOR SHOW TIMES CALL X1112 
PRESENTED BY ASI FILMS
CRAFT CLASSES
Still open to enrole.Jewelry.Bike 
Silk Screen.Flowers +more UUCraft 
Center CALL NOW FOR INFO 756-1266
POLY PHASE B W K  EXCHANGE^ 
PAYBACKS TUES-FRI 9-4PM 
This week ONLY!!!
Announcements
El Corral Bookstore
Extends an apology for any 
inconvenience caused  by 
yesterday 's pow er outage.
We regret the inability to serve 
the cam pus needs b ecau se  of 
a power failure.
RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION GROUP 
THURSDAYS 11-12PM 
INTERPERSONAL GROUP 
THURSDAYS 3-5PM 
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP 
MONDAYS 3-5 PM 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS 
FEB 6TH 13TH 4 20TH 3-5 PM 
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERWCES
WANTS YOU
Come meet the people and projects
Seniors Outreach Literacy 
Pais Beyond Sheiter YEP 
Students On Call Special Events
On January 17 
At 7:00 pirn
Fisher Science Rm 286
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG 
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO 
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYSIII
Objective Fundraiser 
Commitment Minimal 
Money. Raise $1,400 
Cost Zero Investment 
Campus organizations, clubs, 
frats. sororities call OGMC:
1 (800)932-0528/1 (800)950-8472.ext 10
‘COLLEGE TOURS', the nations 
largest and most successful Spring 
Break tour operator needs friendly 
and enthusiastic campus represen­
tatives for Spring Break in 
Mazatlan Earn good commissions, 
valuable experience, and FREE 
TRIPS! Nothing to buy, we provide 
everything you need call Pete or 
Forrest (408)688-2005 ______ ___
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"
MURPH
For lack of anything profound to 
say. what we really want to say 
IS we re going to miss you while 
you're in Europe. We wish you the 
best time with Anna and we 
can1 wart til you're back
Sincerely,
the residents alumni 
and friends of
THE BOX
AON DELTAS 
ARE HOT!
CONGRATULATIONS to PAM MUESSE 
for her PINNING!' Love. Gamma Phi
JOANNA BANDLER
Congratulations on becoming a 
Poly Royal Ambassador! You are a 
stud! Love, Gamma Phi
LAMBDA CHI
Thanks for an unforgettable 
weekend. Love Gamma Phi
RUSH
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
DARE TO WANT IT ALL 
FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT 
JOHN SHEA 
546-8945
PLANT SALE
Indoor Tropicals 
UU Jan 17,18 8-3pm
Poly Pais needs Male Volunteers 
to be Big Brothers Manditory 
Orientation Jan. 17 7pm Blcta.33 Rm. 
2864 Jan.18 7pm AgEng 08 Rm 123.
WOW GROUP ;5 
REUNION
Wed 1/17 at the tree 6 30 
hope we dont get pulled over!!
Games & Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-8447
$250 REWARD LOST LADIES GOLD 
WATCH NEAR LIBRARY 544-1945
If you turned in my watch on 
1/4 call me 544-1945
REWARD!
Od you find a Tri-gold bracelet 
on 12/7/89 at Farmers Market? 
Very unusual style Make my new 
year Happy Can 756-1143.Ask for 
Hope
CASH for Cassettes-COs-LPs-VGs. 
Cheap ThriHs 4 Recycled Records 
785 Marsh. SLO 544-0686
MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT CAROS 
ON YOUR CAMPUS.FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
EARN AS MUCH AS $10.00/HOUR. 
ONLY TEN POSITIONS AMALABLE 
CALL 1-800-950-8472
SUB-Comics. Games. 4 Posters at 
783 Marsh pays cash for used 
comics 4 related items 541-3735
'S 'RaLaser Printer Student tes'By Appt
REASONABLE RAETZ T Y P IN ^E R V  
CALL NANCY AFT 6PM 543-3774
RESUMES. Senior Projects 4 More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
T-SHIRTS
SWEATS.CAPS.UNIFORMS.
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTED FOR YOUR 
CLUB.TEAM OR EVENT.
ASAP 466-6609
today is last 
ASI OUTINGS
ESCAPE ROUTE 
YOSEMITE TRIP
day to sign up
Tour De France Bike Tour July5-12 
Follow The Race Fully Supported 
Call Gullivers Travel M4-2(X)6
$500 $500 $500
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR SNR PROJECT, 
INTRNSHP OR COMMUNTY oriented
idea deadline-Feb 6-must be upr 
div/2.5-1- See Sam Lutrin UU 217 
or call X2476
•WORK STUDY'Clerical asst.10-15 
HRS/WK $4 50-$5/HR CE/ENVE Dept
General office work 4 hrs per 
day. computer knowledge a must 
call Shirley 543-6361
GOVERNMENT JOBS $'l6,040-$59.230/yr 
Now Hiring. Call (1)805-687-6000 
Ext. R-10081 for current federal list
GOVERNMENT JOBS i1 6,040 -$59.230/yr 
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000 
Ext.R-10061 for current federal list
Summer management internship 
interviews now taking place.
Gain valuable experience manag­
ing a team of employees.customers 
and suppliers Successful appli­
cants will undergo extensive 
training Average summer earnings 
range $6-10,000 cat! student 
painters' for information 
1-800-426-6441
U CAN MAKE A D IFFE^N C E in the 
school of AGI Pd student position 
to promote comm srvc in AG ret. 
fields. SpMng, people, -f teem 
skills rsq. See Lutrin in UU 
217 756-2476 upr division pis.
WANTED FULL TIME DESK CLERK 
evenings apply at Sands Motel 
1930 Monterey 544-0500 Laura or 
Howard
Wark at HOME FOR NATIONAL PUBL- 
ISHING COMPANY $100 DAILY NEED 
50 STUDENTS 238-2238 EX L3_________
WORK STUDY Fun )ob working w/peo- 
ple therapy aide call MEG 541-6751
Bikes?Repaired
541-6596
1986 Subara GL Hatch 4WD $4750/ 
Offer The Ultimate Snowmobile
e x  W  O O P L IC M ÏT
MNOt WPUCATES .' '
HoBBtS,
VIHW AMI 
G0(U(3 10 00’ '
h
BbTTERTtU. 
lOJR MOM TO 
PV)T OJT TVTt 
TABlt 
SETTAN&S
LOOR, '«X WMÍ TO
STM \N Wm m> »-AL 
QUVtT '  »F MOM riN I>S
OUT ABOUT TWIS, SHL’IL
MAMt A F / r . '_________ ^
V i t i _____ ^  H tP lr ’.'
iM m
o m U H A L .'
too HAVt 
TO DO WWAT 
I  SAM.'
CM tEAM-*
l e t s  Put it
TO A NiOTt.
■ / r7
1988 FORD RANGER,4 cyl,5spd.AM/FM, 
Bra.Bedliner,sliding rear window, 
custom paint and stripes, 30K 
$6200 QBO John 772-4846
Chevy Camero 1979 PS.PB.radio/cas 
new battery $1900 obo 546-9765
2RMMTS 2TO SHARE OR 1SHR.10WNRM 
IN LGNA LK HOUSE START SPROT 
CALL 549-8339 ________
FEMALE DORM ROOM AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY. CALL STEPH 7564743
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED!!! 
to share a 3 bedroom house 
own room $258/mo Avail. Feb.1 
please call Leslie 528-8518
FEMALE ROOMMATE OWN ROOM 250/MO 
LAGUNA LAKE 541-8075
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED!! ~  
to share huge house close to Poly, 
Winter qtr, and maybe longer! 
c a ||^ 1 ^ 0 7 7 _____ _  __ ____
Fm rmmt needed for own rm/bathrm 
quiet condo 230/mo + util 549-0384
HELP!
WE NEED A ROOMATE.
YOUR OWN ROOM, 3 BLOCKS FROM CAM­
PUS.
MALE OR FEMALE, CALL 541-5794 SOON!
HOUSEMATE NEEDED OWN ROOM 
WALKING DISTANCE TO CAMPUS 
AVAILABLE NOW $262.50/MTH 
CALL 542-0576
Nice 3bdrm/3bth home in Foothill 
area.Students welcome.Stove.dish 
wshr.nice yrd Call us for details- 
California West Inc. 543-9119.
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE~ 
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses 
ftcondos in SLO. call STEVE NELSON 
543-6370 A Lv.messg.Farrel Smyth R/E
SPECIALIZING IN HELPING BUYERS 
FWD BEST PRICED CONDOS/HOMES 
IN SLO 18 YRS EXP WK WITH A 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER & 
REALTOR FOR A FREE LIST CALL 
FRANCES-HOME REALTY 489-8669
Friday. December 1, 1989
B usiness
Directory
LiMOUSi^ SERVICE
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE 
SLO 541-9201 Norih County 434-1544
KINKfVet m P I F ^
ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGE!! 
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19.95 Placemt Center Forms
BAJA BOBS CUSTOM WET/DIVE SUIT 
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4683
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1.50 PER PAGE 773-5851
MASTERS THESES • LINDA BLACK
544-1305,466-0687,927-0369
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Incoming Cal Poly students 
continue to score high on 
SAT despite national drop
B y David Holbrook
SUff Writer
Despite nationwide declines, 
the reading and writing skills of 
incoming Cal Poly students have 
remained strong throughout the 
1980s, with Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (SAT) scores actually rising 
as more applicants scramble for 
the few openings in impacted 
fields, said Cal Poly English pro­
fessors Wednesday.
According to a study released 
by Secretary of Education Lauro 
F. Cavazos, elementary and high 
school students in 1988 scored as 
poorly or worse in reading and 
writing than their predecessors 
had in 1984. Only black and 
Latino pupils showed an increase 
in the latest study.
The study found that children 
born in the late 1960s and early 
1970s, when more federal pro­
grams like Head Start exist^, 
scored consistently higher than 
children born later. Many of
those programs stayed in place 
for minority pupils and this may 
account for their gain, although 
their scores still fall behind white 
students.
But Cal Poly students have not 
shown the effects of what 
Cavazos called a “ dreadfully in­
adequate” American educational 
system.
“ I really haven’t noticed a 
dramatic change in the reading 
or writing ability of students,” 
said Professor Habib Sheik, who 
teaches English 215. “ There’s 
always been that situation where 
there’s the below average stu­
dent, but we usually get the 
above average students.”
That response was echoed by 
other English professors who 
have found no evidence that their 
students are having inordinate 
difficulty with their work.
“ I think that probably one of 
the reasons they haven’t noticed 
an appreciable decrease (in 
reading and writing skills) is
simply because the caliber of our 
students has improved a great 
deal,” said Mona G. Rosenman, 
chair of the English department.
But the improvement is due to 
the inability of California’s col­
leges and universities to meet a 
rapidly growing student popula­
tion, not a higher rate of quali­
fied students statewide, said 
Rosenman.
This trend should continue to 
bring a demand for a college 
education that will exceed the 
supply of available desks. En­
trance requirements will then 
rise in response and colleges 
should continue to receive tal­
ented studen ts, despite a 
decrease in the average reading 
and writing skills of American 
pupils.
“ We’re getting much higher 
SAT’s than we used to,” said 
Rosenman. “ But is there a 
decrease (in reading and writing 
skills) all over the United States? 
Yes, there probably is.”
14K-18K G O L D S A L E
7^5 O F F  18K  
5^0 O F F  14K
2^5 O F F  lO K ,.^
M
Í
I
Order your college ring NOW 
Jan. 16-19 9am-4pm
JOSTENS
A M E R I C A ' S  C O L L E G E  R I N G ' “
Moet with your Joitent reprasentativa for full datails. Saa our completa ring salection on display in your college bookstore.
EIG>rral[L^ Bookstore
Personal checks accepted
Campbell’s 
Soup
Chicken Noodle 
10.75 Ounce Cans
A  Ball Park Meat Franks ^ 2 8
One Pound Package
A  Country Hearth Lb. Bread ^ 1 9
Sp/jf Top-White or Wheat
A  Borden Singles Wrapped Cheese Food ^ 9 9
12 Ounce Package
^ 8 9  
1 0 9
lit
Si
9
Sliced!
Extra Lean-96% Fat Free-12 Ounce Package
A  Laura Scudder’s Potato Chips
Twin Pack-Assorted Varieties-6.5 to 7 Ounce
^  Vons  Cooked Ham
Ban
Doritos
Tortilla
Chips
Any Size and Flavor
No. 842
With $5.00 minimum purchose excluding liquor.
tobacco, fluid milk products or coupon iteoL 
Limit (hm Caupoa Family.
Effective fan. 17 thru fan. 23,1990. 
^ a d e e m a b fe  ot vons.
PRICES EFFICnVE 6 A.M. )AN. 17 THRU MIDNIGHT JAN. 23,1990.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
^VONSToe store that works.
CELEBRATE WITH US
All slices 
only
one dollar!
BACI
Jan. 10 thru Jan. 19,1990
